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Welcome to the March installment of FFG Breeze.
While we try to keep the wind light and tropical in
this publication, last week a financial nor’easter
formed on the horizon. As we shared in our email
last week, we are currently monitoring distress
across the banking sector and want to share some
updated thoughts on the ongoing situation.

From a portfolio perspective, we are more focused
on the psychological impacts and related macro-
effects on the market rather than the micro impact
of individual banks. Questions that come to mind
include:

What effect will the bailouts and seizures have
on the on the financial system and overall
economy?
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How does this situation complicate the Fed’s
job of lowering inflation?

How will banking regulations change corporate
earnings moving forward?

The performance of a single stock does not have
any meaningful impact on client portfolios - rather
we are more attuned to changes in the broad
financial climate. While we watch this situation
closely, we also want to share some financial
planning insights, details on upcoming events,
some of our favorite memories from this time of
year and to wish you all a happy start to Spring.

Did You Know? Secure Act 2.0 Changes 529
Rollover Rules

The Secure Act 2.0 is now law. That means starting in
2024, unused 529 funds can be rolled into a Roth IRA
without incurring penalty. This is a distinct change
from the previous system where 529 account holders
typically had to change account beneficiaries or suffer
income taxes and a 10% penalty for a non-qualified
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withdrawal. 

There are a few parameters to consider before a
rollover:

The Roth IRA must be established for the
beneficiary (student)

A lifetime maximum of $35,000 can be
transferred from a 529 to a Roth IRA

The income phaseout for Roth Contributions does
not apply for rollovers, however the annual
contribution limit ($6,500 or $7,500 in 2023) still
applies

The 529 account must be at least 15 years old and
there is a five-year exclusion - 529 contributions
made within the last 5 years cannot be rolled over

Thawing Out: The Fierston Fishing Team
Prepares for its Second Season

Last spring marked the inception of FFG’s new
philanthropic arm: the Fierston Fishing Team. In
2022, by collaborating with local businesses and non-



profits, we raised over $3,000 for Trout Unlimited –
Farmington Valley and personally removed over 100
lbs. of waste from Long Island Sound. 

Going into 2023, we drafted a mission statement to
clearly outline our purpose and values:

The mission of Fierston Fishing Team is to
preserve and protect

our local watersheds, forests, and wildlife
while maintaining public

land access and encouraging our communities
to become stewards

of the outdoors. 

We’ll begin this spring by partnering with Urban
Lodge Brewing on a state-wide trail cleanup initiative.
Participants will remove trash from their favorite
outdoor space, and prizes will be awarded at Urban
Lodge Brewing for categories such as most aluminum
cans, heaviest single piece of trash, and several others.
There will also be raffle prizes and plenty of delicious
beer to try. The event will take place in Mid-April; be
sure to check FFG’s Linkedin Page and Urban Lodge's
website for detailed updates. We hope to see some of
you there!
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March Madness In the Office

Every spring we look forward to the FFG Bracket
challenge where we, and our family members, try to
pick the winners of 67 March Madness games. Last
year Seth’s wife, Sharon took the crown by predicting
Kansas’ championship run.  In the spirit of the March
Madness, here are the team’s favorite memories from
past tournaments:

Seth: “No specific game comes to mind but 2022 was
not Sharon’s first bracket pool victory. She won her
law school’s pool in 1987 by picking Indiana. The guys
in her class could not believe it."

Sean: “Kemba “Cardiac” Walker’s step back game
winner against Pitt in the 2010 Big East quarter
finals.”

Brian: “Tate George’s buzzer beater in the 1990
Sweet Sixteen to lift UConn over Clemson. Iconic.”

Heidi: “UConn beating Duke in 1999 at Tropicana
Field. Two #1 seeds faced off and UConn broke Duke’s
37 game win streak (38 would’ve been an NCAA
record). That Huskie team featured stars such as
Richard “Rip” Hamilton, Ricky Moore, and Khalid El-
Amin.” 

Camille: “Being from Sweden, the whole “March
Madness” thing is pretty new to me. I did correctly
pick Richmond to upset Iowa last year though.”



Max: “Watching the UConn Men and Women take
simultaneous championships in 2014.”

Will: “For me the highlight of March Madness is the
Cinderella stories. Saint Peter’s last year. Loyola
Chicago and VCU a few years ago. I love watching
little schools shock the tournament field.   ”

We hope you enjoyed the March Issue of FFG Breeze!
Please let us know if you have any feedback, topic
suggestions, or questions – we look forward to
hearing from you. From our family to yours, we wish
you the best. Go Huskies!

Best,
Will Fierston

Important Disclosure Information

Please remember that past performance may not be indicative of future results.  Different types of

investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that the future

performance of any specific investment, investment strategy, or product (including the investments

and/or investment strategies recommended or undertaken by Fierston Financial Group, Inc. (“FFG”),

or any non-investment related content, made reference to directly or indirectly in this commentary

will be profitable, equal any corresponding indicated historical performance level(s), be suitable for

your portfolio or individual situation, or prove successful.  Due to various factors, including changing

market conditions and/or applicable laws, the content may no longer be reflective of current opinions

or positions. Moreover, you should not assume that any discussion or information contained in this

commentary serves as the receipt of, or as a substitute for, personalized investment advice from FFG. 

Please remember to contact FFG, in writing, if there are any changes in your personal/financial

situation or investment objectives for the purpose of reviewing/evaluating/revising our previous

recommendations and/or services, or if you would like to impose, add, or to modify any reasonable

restrictions to our investment advisory services.  FFG is neither a law Firm, nor a certified public

accounting Firm, and no portion of the commentary content should be construed as legal or

accounting advice.  A copy of the FFG’s current written disclosure Brochure discussing our advisory

services and fees continues to remain available upon request or at www.fierston.com.

Historical performance results for investment indices, benchmarks, and/or categories have been

provided for general informational/comparison purposes only, and generally do not reflect the

deduction of transaction and/or custodial charges, the deduction of an investment management fee,
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nor the impact of taxes, the incurrence of which would have the effect of decreasing historical

performance results.  It should not be assumed that your FFG account holdings correspond directly to

any comparative indices or categories. Please Also Note: (1) performance results do not reflect the

impact of taxes; (2) comparative benchmarks/indices may be more or less volatile than your FFG

accounts; and, (3) a description of each comparative benchmark/index is available upon request.

Please Note: Limitations: Neither rankings and/or recognition by unaffiliated rating services,

publications, media, or other organizations, nor the achievement of any designation or certification,

should be construed by a client or prospective client as a guarantee that he/she will experience a

certain level of results if FFG is engaged, or continues to be engaged, to provide investment advisory

services. Rankings published by magazines, and others, generally base their selections exclusively on

information prepared and/or submitted by the recognized adviser. Rankings are generally limited to

participating advisers (see  link as to participation data/criteria, to the extent applicable). Unless

expressly indicated to the contrary, FFG did not pay a fee to be included on any such ranking. No

ranking or recognition should be construed as a current or past endorsement of FFG by any of its

clients.  ANY QUESTIONS: FFG’s Chief Compliance Officer remains available to address any

questions regarding rankings and/or recognitions, including the criteria used for any reflected

ranking.
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